NOTES: See Master Sheet #10001 For Suggested Reinforcing
For a door opening width 2' 10" and larger see template # 10324

94/9547/47-F Concealed Vertical Rod Device
on 2' 6" up to 2' 9¾" Wide Door Opening

VON DUPRIN®

NOTES: 1/2" SPACER FULL WIDTH UNDER MOUNTING PADS REQ'D FOR 2 1/4" THICK DOOR.

FRAME AT TOP
#10-24 TAP 2 HOLES

385-A OR 304-L STRIKE APPLICATION

NOTE: 1/4" UNDERCUT REQUIRED FOR THIS DEVICE

90°

OUTSIDE FACE OF DOOR

STOP HEIGHT

1/4"
NOTES: See Master Sheet #10001 For Suggested Reinforcing
For a door opening width 2' 10" and larger see template # 10324